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KARACHI: Pakistan batsman Khalid Latif will con-
test spot-fixing charges against him, his lawyer said
yesterday, in an ongoing scandal which has tainted
Pakistani cricket and threatened years of work to
clean up the country’s image. The 31-year-old is
one of five players under investigation in the case,
which surfaced during the Pakistan Super League
(PSL) held in February-March this year.

Latif appeared before a tribunal in Lahore yes-
terday. His lawyer Badar Alam told media outside
that they would contest the charges “because no
one can be convicted on presumptions”. Spot-fix-
ing, an illegal betting practice, has been rife in
Pakistan cricket in recent years. Pakistan Cricket
Board (PCB) officials have vowed zero tolerance in

the current case, saying they have solid evidence.
Fast bowler Mohammad Irfan, 34, became the

first culprit to be punished when he confessed
Wednesday to the only charge against him, of “not
reporting an offer of fixing”. He was banned for
one year, including six months suspended. Latif
and Sharjeel Khan-both openers for Pakistan’s
Twenty20 team-were provisionally suspended and
expelled from the PSL in Dubai on February 10 on
charges of meeting a suspicious man linked to an
international betting syndicate.

Sharjeel faces five charges on counts relating to
fixing and failure to report it. Latif faces the same
charges with an additional sixth charge of attempt-
ing to lure other players to fixing. The charges

against them could result in a life ban. Sharjeel
appeared before the tribunal last Friday and is also
likely to contest the charges. Two other former
Pakistan openers, Nasir Jamshed and Shahzaib
Hasan, were also suspended in the case.

Jamshed,  who a l legedly  p layed the l ink
between the players and bookies, was arrested
along with  an unnamed man in  Br i ta in  in
February, but both were released on bail until
April. A two member PCB legal team will go to
Britain to question Jamshed next week. Pakistan
cricket has been rocked by fixing scandals over
the past several years. Former captain Salim Malik
and Ataur Rehman were banned for life after an
investigation in 2000. — AFP 

PORT OF SPAIN: Shadab Khan gave
another match-winning bowling per-
formance and Hasan Ali held his nerve
for Pakistan to sneak a three-run victo-
ry over the West Indies in the second
T20 International on Thursday. Set a
relatively modest target of 133 to level
the series following a six-wicket defeat
in the opening match in Barbados, the
hosts were restricted to 129 for eight
to suffer their fifth consecutive T20 loss
to the visitors.

Pakistan now hold an unbeatable 2-0
lead ahead of the final two matches at
the weekend back at the Queen’s Park
Oval in Trinidad. In the wake of an
impressive senior international debut at
Kensington Oval, Shadab snared four for
14 with his mesmerising mixture of leg-
breaks and googlies to stymie the West
Indies quest. His most important strike
came on the last delivery of his four-over
allotment when he had Marlon Samuels
caught at the wicket for a top score of 44.

Samuels’ imperious strokeplay, remi-
niscent of his two match-winning per-
formances in World T20 finals, looked to
be taking the home side to the target
before he was undone by the confident
19-year-old. “Getting Samuels was
important for us to have a chance of
winning,” said Shadab after collecting
his second straight Man of the Match
award.  “This pitch had more bounce
and encouragement than in Barbados
so I am really looking forward to the
final two matches.”

From that point the balance was tilt-
ing in favor of Pakistan although West
Indies captain Carlos Brathwaite, who
had earlier taken three wickets on a sul-
try afternoon, battled to keep his team
on course in partnership with fellow all-
rounder Jason Holder. But it came down
to fast-medium bowler Ali retaining his
focus and concentration in the final over
after being smashed for boundaries by
Sunil Narine off the first two deliveries.

Disappointed Brathwaite
West Indies needed just six more

runs to complete the victory but the
bowler’s excellent accuracy denied
both Narine and Holder, who could
only manage a single off the last ball
when a boundary was needed to tie
the scores and force a super over. Put
in to bat after Brathwaite won the
toss, Pakistan struggled to gain any
sort of batting momentum against
the twin spin threat of Narine and
Samuel Badree.

Narine claimed three for 22 and
Badree two for 14.  Pakistan were
indebted to the ninth-wicket pair of
Wahab Riaz and Shadab as they put on
36 quickfire runs off the final four overs
to bring a measure of respectability to
the total after they were put in to bat
on a dry, turgid surface. They were in
trouble from the very first over when
Kamran Akmal was bowled by Badree
without a run on the board. — AFP 

Kohli moves from long 
to the short of cricket

NEW DELHI: Little more than a week after an acrimonious test
series win over Australia, India captain Virat Kohli may have to
share the locker room with some Australians at the Royal
Challengers Bangalore. India’s cricket schedule switches quick-
ly from the longest format to the shortest, with the Twenty20
Indian Premier League starting Wednesday when RCB takes on
the defending champion Sunrisers Hyderabad in a rematch of
the 2016 tournament decider.

Kohli, who missed the series-clinching test against Australia
in Dharamsala because of a shoulder injury, is captain of the
RCB team in the 10th edition of the IPL and his availability will
be key to the team. He swept the record books when he
smashed 973 runs in 16 matches with fluent hundreds and
seven half centuries in the last edition of the IPL, but his indi-
vidual success didn’t quite get his team across the last hurdle
as it was beaten by eight runs in the final.

His T20 season may be slower getting started this year, with
Kohli hinted that it may take him few weeks to get fully recov-
er from the injury after a grueling test schedule that involved
13 matches across four series. The Challengers have plenty of
firepower without him, including West Indies great Chris Gayle
and South Africa captain AB de Villiers. The Challengers were
unsuccessful in their bidding for Ben Stokes, but managed to
contract England fast bowler Tymal Mills. None of the
Australians in the Kohli’s Challengers squad - Travis Head,
Shane Watson and Billy Stanlake - were involved in the test
series. But David Warner is captain of the Sunrisers, and his
team includes fellow Australians Ben Cutting and Moises
Henriques and New Zealand captain Kane Richardson.

Key component 
Warner had a poor run in the test series, but when it comes

to shortest format the diminutive left-handed opener can
match it with the best. Another left-hander Yurvraj Singh, who
recently played for India in some one-day internationals
against England, is another key component in the Sunriser’s
armory along with fast bowler Bhubaneswar Kumar, who was
the leading wicket-taker last year with 23.

The Sunrisers have expanded recruitment beyond the tra-
ditional cricket nations, too, by contracting 18-year-old
Afghanistan leg-spinner Rashid Khan. “IPL is the biggest (T20)
league in the world, much bigger than playing associate crick-
et,” Rashid said. “It feels unreal that I will be sharing the dress-
ing room with the players I have grown up watching on televi-
sion.” The opening matches continue Friday with Rising Pune
against Mumbai Indians and Saturday with Gujarat Lions tak-
ing on Kolkata Knight Riders and Kings XI Punjab in action for
the first time against Rising Pune.

Kolkata Knight Riders, owned by Bollywood celebrity
Shahrukh Khan, spent around $9 million in the offseason try-
ing to build another winning combination by drafting in New
Zealand fast bowler Trent Boult, England all-rounder Chris
Woakes and West Indian Darren Bravo. KKR retained captain
Gautam Gambhir, Sunil Narine and Shakib Al Hasan and is a
contender for the title.

Another ex-champion, Mumbai Indians, will be banking on
the experience of Lasith Malinga, Harbhajan Singh, Kieron
Pollard and newly inducted Mitchell Johnson to have another
shot at the title.  They have also bought young West Indian
power hitter Nicholas Pooran and Sri Lankan Asela Gunaratne.
Delhi Daredevils have lost key player J.P. Dumminy, the South
Africa allrounder, but have bolstered their pace bowling stocks
with the addition of Kagiso Rabada and Pat Cummins. — AP 

Pakistan’s Latif to contest charges

Shadab shines again as
Pakistan deny Windies

PORT OF SPAIN: West Indies’ Chadwick Walton (top) collides with Pakistan’s Ahmed Shehzad as he secures his wicket from
a runout attempt during the second of four-T20I-match between West Indies and Pakistan at the Queen’s Park Oval. — AFP 


